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Troy Sam & Richard Pelltier by newly constructed Marten Den
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Logging Operations
Kalum Ventures commenced harvesting operations on 
CP 54, located at Alice Creek on the West Kalum. This 
permit is a commercial thinning project and has an 
estimated volume of 11000m3. This project is consistent 
with the second growth management goals and 
guidelines of 2011 that KVL is a signatory. This project is 
similar in scope to the logging that KVL completed in the 
Erlandsen this spring.

The project is being harvested using mechanized 
equipment to move the wood prior to winter and to 
capture what could be a brief spike in market values.

KVL has implemented a wildlife enhancement project, 
where we are creating small mammal habitat through 
retention of coarse woody debris (CWD) as well as 
snag creation for cavity nesters and feeders. This 
work is unique to this area and has proven results for 
wildlife enhancement as part of an integrated resource 
management concept.

Furthermore we have implemented stream crossing 
techniques that will reduce sediment input into streams 
by placing bridge panels over box culverts, removing the 
old technique of using gravel. These forest management 
techniques are a showcase to the way that KVL is 
managing the land base.
KVL completed the bridge barrier painting with our 
field crew in July 2015 as part of our obligations for 
road maintenance on the Big Cedar FSR. This work was 
funded in whole by other users of the road.

KVL entered into an agreement with Skeena Sawmills 
for road use charges as they harvest a BC Timber Sale 

at 21 km on the Big Cedar FSR. Skeena Sawmills is 
required to enter into an agreement with the primary 
road maintainer to contribute to long term maintenance 
items such as bridge re-decking and brushing. 

Economic Development and Licence Administration
The Ministry has approved in principle to allow for the rollover of permits from the old licence and the transfer of 
undercut volume from the NRFL, negating any waste penalties. They have also agreed in principle to the transfer 
of the undercut volume from the FLTC to the new licence. We are waiting on confirmation of these agreements in 
writing. Approximately 3128 m3 on the NRFL, and 16250 m3 on the FLTC.

The existing Forest Stewardship plan will be extended for a five year period rather than developing a new plan. The 
extension request will be submitted by early January for approval following the First Nation review in December. 
Approval of the Forest Stewardship Plan extension is expected to be received in time for spring harvesting.



Debris piles in podTree damaged by a porcupine
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Engineering

Permitting on Zymacord, Amesbury and Big Cedar 
blocks is in progress with information sharing to First 
Nations for input into traditional use.  Permits cannot be 
submitted to FLNRO until the Forest Stewardship Plan 
extension is approved.

Engineering has been completed on blocks located in the 
Zymacord and Amesbury. KVL fi eld crew completed the 
engineering of the Amesbury and Alice Creek block under 
the guidance of Westland Resource forest professionals.

KVL fi eld crew is currently engineering blocks in the 
Luncheon Creek area for commercial thinning.

KVL’s current engineering inventory is approximately 
110,554 cubic meters, a projected two 1/2 year cut. Of 
this volume, 20000 cubic meters is permitted under the 
old licenses and will need to be transferred to the new 
licenses. 



Left over vegetation in Commercial Thinning

Snag retention

Marten Den
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Marten Dens
CWD Piles will be constructed 5m2 and 2m high, to 
provide for both small mammal and furbearer denning 
requirements. As marten also select for high canopy 
closure, we recommend that piles be placed close to or 
under a live edge.

Common methodology for constructing CWD Piles:
• Construct the CWD Pile on the northern edge of the 

Treatment Area under the canopy of perimeter trees, 
and within easy reach of a supply of cut stems.

• Use large stems (~25-30cm diameter) at base.
• Cut largest stems to 5m length, and remove side 

branches.
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Hazard Abatement

Markets
Kalum Ventures has continued to explore markets 
during the downturn in China. Our hard work in securing 
Japanese Hemlock and Balsam prices has made our 
current CP 54 project viable.  These logs have specific 
specifications and are running about 15% of the profile. 
A recent small uplift in China prices has had a positive 
effect on the profit margins although the China market 
continues to be volatile.

Cedar: 
There is no change since the last report.
The cedar market is remaining strong with very good 
pricing. Cedar is also a small component of the overall 
harvest volume. Cedar is not found to any great extent in 
the second growth forests of the West Kalum. 

Hemlock /Balsam Sawlog: 
China prices have improved marginally in the third 
quarter of 2015. Prices have increased around 10% from 
the lows experienced in mid-summer. Low values remain 
for wood under an 8 inch top, which is a negative when 
harvesting second growth forests. 
Skeena Sawmills, as a customer, continues to have 
difficulty in meeting payment obligations to suppliers 
and contractors. This concerns KVL in making any log 
sale agreement until such time as there is confidence 
in Skeena. KVL has met with the vice president of the 
company to express our concerns and has provided 
conditions around payments and scaling that would need 
to be rectified prior to any agreement between the two 
companies. 

Spruce/Pine Sawlog 
China continues to take these species. Prices for spruce 
are the same as hemlock/ balsam, whereas pine is around 
$45.00 m3. Small local mills are interested periodically 
in spruce, particularly in a 12” top plus. These logs can 
generally capture pricing equal to or slightly better than 
China prices.  

Pulp: 
The pulp markets have crashed with no volume being 
shipped out of Kitimat or Stewart to pulp mills on the 
lower mainland. Pulp mill plant upgrades at Howe Sound 
Pulp and Paper have dropped fiber supply requirements 
by 25%. Lower demand coupled with existing high 

KVL postponed the burning on CP 3BG this fall and will 
complete in 2016 when the fuel has cured. All hazard 
abatement obligations are current.

inventories, pulp markets are not expected to return until 
at least March of 2016. Pulp continues to be a significant 
drag on the regional forest industry.

Silviculture
KVL has ordered trees for 2016. The 2016 silviculture 
program will be limited to approximately 7000 seedlings 
to plant, 10 hectares to brush and routine surveys for 
monitoring the status and milestones of our program.

New Light into Surrounding Forest



Cedar Test Hole
An example of a tree stump where cavity nesters 
and feeders live.
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